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The arguments against now taking action remain and they
are not insubstantial. These matters occurred over 40
years ago. Insofar as persons now in Australia are
concerned, most (but not all) have lived apparently
blameless lives in Australia for many years and acquired
Australian citizenship,
citizenship. Their crimes were committed in
an entirely different environment and not against
Australians. They Would all now be of advanced years,
years.
really serious war crimes,
Indeed, except in the case of reallY
these arguments
argUments shOUld,
should, I suggest prevail".

,

Fotry of
Australia, Review of Material Relating to the Eotry
SJlSpected
A"Stralia (Mr Andrew
SJ!spected War Criminals into A"stralia
Menzies), November 1986, Vol 12, p 150.

"Should prosecutions be launched against war criminals,
a delay of some 45 years will have elapsed between the
alleged crimes and the laying of the charges,
charges. It shall
belong to the Executive and, eventually, to the Judiciary
any, of this delay on the
to assess the effect, if any.
prosecutions."
prosecutions,"

t

II

Canada, Commission
CommiSSion of Tnglliry on
00 War Criminals
Crjmjoals (Han Jules
Deschenes) December 1986, Vol 1 P
p 150.
"On 13 July 1948, the British Commonwealth Relations
Dominions ...
Office sent a secret telegram to the seven Dominions."
It suggested essentially that ... in general, no fresh
trial should be started after 31st August 1948. The
British Government eXPlained
explained its proposal: ... "In our
view, punishment of war criminals is more the matter of
discouraging future generations than of meting out
retribution to every guilty individual ... The British
Government asked for comments ... Canada answered on
22 July by an equally secret and cyphered cable "This is
to advise you that Canadian Government has no comment to
make," And so the matter of war criminals quietly
di sappeared from the scene."

I
II

The Deschenes

~,

ibid 27.
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PERI! S OF THE WORKAHOI Ie

A few weeks 890 there was an excellent program on the
radio in Australia.

It was about warkaholism.

not have the time to 1i sten to it.

Sadly. I did

I was too busy work; n9.

So it was that the organizers of this symposium caught me
at my desk fighting off the waves of reserved judgments which
always threaten to swamp appellate judges.

It was 7 a.m. on a

Sunday morning in faraway Sydney. where Summer
SUmmer was marching
in.

Learning of my visit to Montreal for the Atwater Institute

on Informatics. the organisers invited me to participate in
this closing plenary.

It was a privilege which I seized.

did so for three reasons.

First. out of respect of this

important topic - upon which there have been recent
developments in Australia.

Secondly. out of respect for this

famous Law School, and two of its Deans whom I have been
privileged to know - Maxwell Cohen and John Humphrey.

Thirdly.
ThirdlY,

because as it happened, the judgments upon which I was working
when the call came through touch - indirectly - upon the issue
of justice and injustice which is the theme of this closing
plenary.
THE HENZlES
HENnES REPORT TN MISTRAl
A!ISTRAI IA

Let me say something briefly about the Menzies report on
Australian war criminals 1l . Our situations in Australia and
Canada are sufficiently similar
Similar to make it important that we be
aware of developments in both countries.
are close.

Our legal traditions

Our position as recipients of large numbers of

post-war refugees confront our government and people with like
dilemmas 2 . We were both combatants in the Second World War
against Fascist dictatorships.

.',;:;.;

In 1948 we were both recipients
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of the suggestion by the United Kingdom authorities that

Commonwealth countries should switch the focus of their concern
from the pursuit of War Criminals to surveillance of the Soviet
threat.

Each of us has large ethnic populations. nervous about

the reopening of old controversies.

Until lately. each of us

has tended to treat the prosecution of war criminals and others
accused of crimes against humanity as a closed chapter.

Indeed

in Australia this was the official position of the Government.
so declared in 1961 by Sir Garfield Barwick - the then Attorney

General who later became Chief Justice of Australia.
As a result of widespread publicity following radio and
television programs and pressure in Federal and State
Parliaments - from opposite sides of politics - the Menzies
Inquiry was ultimately established in June 1986 3 . It was
conducted by Mr Andrew Menzies. a distinguished retired public
servant.

He reported with commendable speed in November 1986.

His report became,public - save for a list of named suspects at the close of 1986.

The report was published in 1987.

will not gO over the recommendations in .detail.

They

will be known to some of YOU or are readily available to the
rest.

In essence" they recommended reversal of the Barwick

statement of 1961.

They suggested the establishment of a very

small unit to work with the Director of Public Prosecutions to
review the cases of all suspects, present and future.

They

proposed some law reform procedures for extradition, local
prosecution in some cases and closure of files.
"Cases that could be put aside on various grounds,
including the offense not being sufficiently serious, or
insufficiency of evidence now available or likely to be
avai lable 4 . "
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The Australian Government, with some specified
reservations, has accepted and endorsed the Menzies Report.
AlthoUgh politically sensitive. the issue has been dealt with

in Australia with a higher level of bipartisanship than is
usual for that country,

The Federal Opposition specifically

endorsed the retreat from the Barwick statement.

Generally

conservative journals have commended this decision to move to a
'firm framework' of laws and policies to guide future
investigations and specifically "to bring Nazis to justice"5.

These are commendable developments in my country,

They

may serve as a stimulus. and even as a model. for other
countries with the like problems and circumstances.

Whether

they lead on to more actual cases of extradition and
prosecution, remains to be seen.

These are not the issues

which I wish to address in these closing moments of this
important and notable symposium.

Instead I choose my theme

both from the judgments over which I was labouring when the
invitation to participate came through and from the topic of
this closing session - "Against Injustice".
injustice for all?

Does this mean

Are we so dedicated to Justice - and to the

Rule of Law - that we will extend even these precious features
of our societies to suspected and proved war criminals?

These

are the questions which I choose to address.
! IMITATION PERIODS EOR CRIMINAl

PROSECltTTON

The Menzies Report rightlY points out that the common law
of England - whose traditions have so profoundly affected the
law in Canada, Australia and the United States - did not
contain a general limitation on the prosecution of serious
criminal offences.

Thus the report says:-
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"In the Australian system of justice lapse of time has
never been regarded as justification for withholding
prosecution action for the most serious crimes such as
murder 6 . "

So it is also in England and Canada.
ThiS is not. however, a universal rule.
Roman Law?,

It was not so by

The introduction into Prussian law of statutory

limitation periods for criminal prosecutions was praised at the
time as being the "hallmark of the liberal legal tradition"a.

the idea spread to most legal systems - including to everY
State of the United States of America, except in the case of
prosecution for murderS,
However. English law - and its derivatiVes - provides
relief from stale prosecutions ;n a different way.

In my own

court this has lately led to a re-flowering of jurisprudence.
It was upon this subject that I was working when I was invited
to join you.
By Magna Carta. King John of England promised that he
would not delay justice.

I will not tarry to explore the

scholarly debates about whether this promise extended to
ordinary subjects or to criminal process.

The r"ight to a fair

trial of criminal charges is now a fundamental constitutional
right which the courts will enforce.
In some countries. the right to speedy trial - as an
attribute of fair trial - is enshrined in the written
constitution.

So it is in the United States as the Supreme

Court decision in Barker V Wjoggl0 makes it clear.

In many of

the post-independence constitutions of the Commonwealth of
Nations. the idea is captured in the promise of the right to be
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tried "within a reasonable time".

In the case of Jamaica. the

Privy Council adapted and applied the United States

...

jurisprudence in the decision in Bell y Director of public
prosec!Jtjoosl1.

Courts must consider; (1) the length Qf the

delay in the prosecution: (2) the reasons given to explain the
prosecution's delay; (3) the prejudice caused by the delay to

the trial of the accused; (4) the seriousness of the crime and
the complexity and difficulty in prosecuting it: and (5) the

obligation of the accused to act for his or her part. with due
speed. Lately, as my own Court 12 and the Court of Appeal of
Ontario 13 have emphasised, there has been added a further
criterion - namely the public interest in the prosecution and
trial of serious criminal offences which must be weighed
against the public interest in the ·fair and speedy trial of
accused persons 14 .
In Canada. the advent of the Charter of Rjghts is a
notable chapter in the struggle for the protection of human
rights.

It is "i:m example to other countries of the same

tradition, including my own.

The powerful idea .that accused

persons should be tried within a reasonable time is enshrined
in section ll{b) of the Charter.

A series of very important

cases has lately come before the Supreme Court of Canada
dealing with this provision. That court's instruction including in Mills v The Q!!een15 and Rahey v The Qoeen16

-

the

last as recently as 17 June 1987 - show the difficulty and
controversy of balanCing in ordinary criminal cases. the public
interests which are in competition here.
2llblic interests.

I emphasise the

The tensions are not between the public
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interest in prosecution and trial and a private or individual
interest in speedy and fair trial.

interests.

In conflict are two public

For in our just societies we declare that the whole

community has a publ ic interest in the prompt trial of accused

persons,

It;s an attribute of our respect for human rights

and for the justice of our societies that
things.

we guarantee

these

COMMON I AW RIGHTS TO fAIR AND SpEEDY TRIA!

In Australia. we have no Charter. But we have the common
law - a fertile guardian of human rights if sometimes an
unpredictable one.

We have used the common law techniques to

fashion powerful instruments to terminate stale prosecut1ons of
old crimes or even. the old disciplinary offences'? as an abuse

of process.

In the case of crimes, the Crown challenged the

right of 'courts to terminate a prosecution which the Crown had
chosen to bring.

It invoked the cammon law tradition, referred

to in the Menzies Report. that our laws know no arbitrary
limitation period in crime. However this argument was rejected
in the Court of Appeal 18 and in the High Court Of Australia _
the latter as recently as 16 October 198719.

It is a reserve

power to be used sparingly - but to be used when percePtions of
justice require it.
THE EXG!!SES ANn DEFENCES OF WAR CRIMINA! S

Now let us return to War Criminals and the subject of our
Symposium.
am nat concerned to consider the arguments which
have been advanced - other than delay - to justify the closing
of the chapter on these prosecutions.

You all know the excuses

and reasons which have been urged in this connection:
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*

-

that acts alleged were usually performed under
duress. in obedience to superior orders or in the
performance of an "Act of State"20

"

*

that the only persons prosecuted were minor
functionaries and that the holders of high office
generally escaped detection and prosecution 21

*

that the crimes are political or have been
retrospectively and illegally declared 22

*

that they are not subject in most countries to
~

*

extradition 23

that they are disproportionately concerned with the

past. whilst modern crimes against humanity. such
as apartheid, go unredressed 24

*

that they are affected by local limitations laws

particularly in the Federal Republic of Germany or
Austria and that attempts to exempt them from such
laws amount to illegal efforts in retrospective
1aw-making 25
Nor am I concerned to debate whether an exceptio.n has been
established in international law for war crimes and crimes
against humanity. whatever may be the normal principle
governing criminal prosecution generally.

Upon this subject

there has been much writing· and not a few international
instruments and declarations of varying degrees of
acceptability and of controversial international authorit y26.
Instead - against the background of the provisions of the
Canadian Charter and the recent common law developments ;n
Australia - I want to pose a narrower question.

What will our
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municipal courts do - what should they do - if a prosecution be
now launched far acts of such enormity done so long 890 by
people living in our midst?
For some the answer to that question is simple.

The

crimes are of such a magnitude. and so important is it for the
defences against their repetition, that these files must never
be regarded as closed 27 . They shocked the human community28.
The offenders often escaped punishment by hiding, evading
detection or unlawfully securing succour and asylum from
countries like Canada and Australia - who opened their doors to

thousands of refugees 29

They cannot escape prosecution by

the shield of their own unlawfulness. perpetrated during their
reign of tyrannY.

During such a time the clock of human rights
stopped for them as it did for their victims 30 . Unless against
them the Rule of Law can be brought to bear peacefully in
courtrooms. the only remedy of the outraged conscience would be
violence and lawlessness which a peaceful ·society will seek to
avoid 31 .
But there is a legal and

a moral

cannot. out of self-respect. ignOre.

dilemma h.ere which we
It is posed not by our

respect for War Criminals. for they have forfeited the right to
claim such respect.

It is posed by our respect for ourselves

and by the high value Which we place on the attainmen.t of
justice in our courts.
PROTECTING THE TEMP! ES DE .!lISTICE

This may be a discordant note.

But it must be struck. at

least in my own country by its law and possibly in Canada as
well.

If we are truly defenders of human rights we do not
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advance the attainment of justice by wishing away hard
problems; by silence about difficult questions; or by
contenting ourselves with ringing phrases.

In Australia. Chief

Justice Latham once said that the test for our adherence to
respect for religious freedom was not whether such freedom was
accorded to members of the majority religions.
simple.

That was

It was whether such respect would be extended to small

minorities - possibly unpopular and unorthodox minorities,
"[!]t

should not be forgotten that such a provision as

s 116 [of the Aqstralian Constjtution relating to

religious freedom] is not required far the protection of
the religion of the majority, The religion of the
majority of the people can look after itself. Section
116 is required to protect the religion (or absence of
religion) of minorities, and. in particular of unpopular
minorities"3 1
The test of freedom and human rights generally is how we
act when dealing with the unpopular. the contemptible. the
probably guilty - when theY invoke the Rule of Law or assert
.:tb..e.i...c. human ri ghts in the courts.

It is when it is hardest to

accord rights that theY matter mast.
If it be the case that Australia and Canada consciously
and deliberately delayed - for whatever cause - the prosecution
or extradition of war criminals known to be in their midst
would their trial now be just? Would a prosecution now be an
offence to human rights?

Would our'courts step in to protect

the right to be tried fairly and wiThin a reasonable time?
Would our courts now stop such prosecutions - or some of them as an abuse of legal process?
There are some who could appeal to practical
considerations in answering

~uch

questions.

Crime is a
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disturbance of public order - and old crimes cause no such
disturbance and so should be let a10ne 32 , War crimes are
political in character and their prosecution may uPset ethnic
groups and may even engender anti-semitism.

Memories fade.

A

fair prosecution and trial at this remove from events cannot
justly be had 33 .

Still others would appeal to high principle - inVoking
mercy for those who gave none.

Invoking the belief ;n

redemption and the possibility of reform even for those who
showed breathtaking cruelty34,
But the gnawing argument comes back to our conception of
justice and to our insistence that. even for such offenders.
the Rule of Law must be observed.

Even their human rights must

be respected, lest our temples of justice in the courts become
debased because of them in abuse of process.

We pride

ourselves on acting by higher principles than those who are
guilty of war crimes and the greatest crimes against humanity
ever conceived.
We must not let our insistence upon such p.rinciples
divert us from the eXPosure, even today. of the horrendous
crimes of such offenders.

But. equallY, we must not allow that

insistence to deflect us from our own observance of the Rule of
Law and the protection of human rights.

Our seriousness about

justice and human rights is tested by our resolution of this
dilemma in some cases,

These rights are fragile and precious

features of humanity's struggle towards civilization.
As this century - which has seen so many horrors - draws
to its close, we shall turn unequalled calamity into good
fortune if we deri·ve from our bitter experience this simple

I
I

!

I

I
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instruction.

That the best guarantee against repetition of

such wickedness is the exposure of how it happened.

And the

reinforcement of the institutions - including of the law which will help to prevent and redress its modern
manifestations.
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